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Abstract: After a decade of testimonies and clinical studies, many people have learned to live healthy drinking
raw seawater. Being FREE is a good motivation, compared to the cost of obtaining similar results by other
means. Plus, there are little known historical facts that makes this a 'rediscovery'.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Reasons to drink unprocessed seawater

After a decade of testimonies and clinical studies, many people have learned to live 

healthy drinking raw seawater. Being FREE is a good motivation, compared to the cost of

obtaining similar results by other means. Plus, there are little known historical facts that 

makes this a 'rediscovery'.

1.2 Significance of the Study

More communities must be made aware of people drinking raw seawater for health, 

so they can study this alternative to benefit their most needy. Malnutrition, goiter, 

cholera, and many other ailments can be easily cured now. This option is already being 

formally studied and implemented in Nicaragua, Colombia, Mexico and Guatemala.
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2. PEOPLE DRINKING RAW SEAWATER, PAST AND PRESENT

2.1 Little known historical facts

 Seawater contains almost all the elements of the periodic table (Wilde, 1997).

 In 1904, the French scientist Rene Quinton demonstrated the similarity between 

the body extracellular fluid, blood plasma and seawater. His quote: "We are 

truly a living marine aquarium in which some billion cells are swimming..." 

(Hees, 2011).

 Rene Quinton's purified and diluted raw seawater (also known as marine 

plasma) provides the organic cell the nutrients and energy to fight off all 

microbes. His book "L'eau de mer, milieu organique" published in 1907 includes

photographic documentation of his patient's progress. Dozens or marine 

dispensaries and clinics also documented their use of marine plasma, saving 

nearly a million lives in France and Egypt (Quinton Health Ltd., 2013).

 Otto Warburg (Nobel Prize in Medicine 1931) proved scientifically that "where 

there is oxygen and alkalinity, there can be neither disease nor cancer". Seawater

is alkaline. (Gracia, 2010).

 Linus Pauling (Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1954 and Nobel Peace Prize in 1962) 

was the father of Cellular Nutrition, who discovered the Orthomolecular 

Medicine and Psychiatry. In Greek, ortho = correct. Since life came out of the 

sea, it is important to know that seawater provides correct cellular nutrition to 

each of our trillions of cells in the human body (Gracia, 2010).

Based on these facts, thousands of people are being treated with raw seawater to cure 

their ailments.

2.2 Testimonies and Clinical Studies

Since the start of this century, many small communities have learned how to get and 

drink raw seawater for health. There are two main sources of testimonies and clinical 

studies, from Colombia and Nicaragua.

In 2003, 14 marine dispensaries reported 460 clinical cases in Colombia, including 

short descriptions of the most relevant (Mendoza & De Paula, 2013).

In 2011, dozens of physicians signed a "Physicians Manifesto in favor of Seawater as 

source of Life and Health" (Ilari et al., 2011), followed by a report extracted from more 

than 8,000 clinical cases of cures with seawater in Nicaragua (Ilari et al., 2012).



Section 14 of the Manifesto states "Not to take into account this enormous power of 

nutritional recovery of seawater and not promote its widespread use in countries where 

every year millions of children die of malnutrition, is to be complicit of THESE 

DEATHS!!!"

Consequently, simple techniques are taught to allow individuals to get and drink 

seawater, to take care of their future needs or to teach others.

3. LEARNING HOW TO GET AND DRINK RAW SEAWATER

While some people debate concepts, hundreds (or maybe thousands) of us are getting 

and drinking unprocessed seawater from the beach. At least among us, it is known that 

the marine dispensaries in Colombia and Nicaragua get their seawater from the coast, 

transported with tankers, purified through decantation, and consistently certified potable 

(Olsen, 2011 & Muro, 2012).

Two of the most recommended guides on how to get and drink raw seawater are "La 

Dieta del Delfin" (Gracia, 2010) and "Como Beber Agua de Mar" (Arnal, 2010). Other 

resources like documents, interviews and recorded events are at the “Hemeroteca 

Universal de los Beneficios del Agua de Mar” (Doylet, 2012).



Seawater attacks no microbe in particular. Instead, seawater nurtures organic cells so 

they can defend themselves (Quinton Health Ltd., 2013). Anyhow, the health recoveries 

while drinking raw seawater are archived by medical diagnostic.

4. LIST OF AILMENTS CURED WHILE DRINKING RAW SEAWATER

Rene Quinton used his marine plasma to almost eradicate miscarriages in expectant 

mothers, and to cure cirrhosis of the liver, erysipelas, malnutrition, eczema, psoriasis, 

gastrointestinal infections, and some of the most virulent diseases of his time like infant 

cholera and typhoid (Quinton Health Ltd., 2013).

Additionally, nowadays marine dispensaries have documented that using raw 

seawater, patients have been cured suffering from: alcoholism, allergies, baldness, 

arthritis, asthma, goiter, caries, cataracts, heart, depression, diabetes, sclerosis, 

constipation, gastritis, glaucoma, flu, bleeding, hemorrhoids, herpes, liver, hypertension, 

fungal, insomnia, lupus, malaria, migraines, nervousness, obesity, osteoporosis, 

pancreatitis, paralysis, parasites, prostate, psychosomatic, burns, cysts, rheumatism, 

kidneys, scabies, sinusitis, deafness, tremors, tuberculosis, ulcers, and other diseases 

(Ilari, 2012).

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, thousands of people are drinking raw seawater to improve or maintain 

their health. Knowing that marine dispensaries use the seawater obtained from clean 

areas of the coast, tell us that anyone following good common sense instructions can get 

it free. And there are historical facts to study, and to understand that this is a rediscovery.



As indicated in the Physicians Manifesto, it is our moral duty to promote the 

widespread use of raw seawater in areas where children are dying of malnutrition. 

Furthermore, communities should learn about this alternative to help their most needy. 

And at the government levels, health care authorities could study and implement formal 

marine dispensaries to benefit their voters while saving resources.
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